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Jesús Salgado, ICMol (Valencia).

You are probably now like me, seated at your desk and curious about what happens these days in
the Baltimore BPS Meeting (February 7 – 11, 2015). A group of enthusiastic young Guest Bloggers
volunteer to bring us Fresh News from this top-of-the-calendar event through the Biophysical
Society Official Blog.

Some of the posts are designed to make life easier for Meeting attendees around the Conference
place. But you can also find lively reports about impressive Talks, impacting Posters and novelties in
Biophysics.

See here some examples:

Philip Fowler, a Postdoctoral Researcher in the Department of Biochemistry at the University of
Oxford, tells us about Klaus Schulten’s “National Lecture” :

“Yes! Yes! But why? But why?”. This was what Klaus Schulten heard from an experimental
colleague after he had told him what he’d found and it neatly highlights one the key advantages of
molecular simulation: “It doesn’t only agree with the experiment, it tells you more”.
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Satchal Erramilli, a 6th year PhD student in Cynthia Stauffacher’s lab at Purdue University, shares his
experience with Platform and Poster presentations. I give you a scketch of his report (you can read it
complete here):

Shannen Cravens, 4th year PhD student at Johns Hopkins working for James Stivers, chose to tell us
about Free Resources for Improved Science Education. And, why not …. about A local pub named
after paradise. Perhaps is worth, for your next visit to Batimore.

There are many more interesting posts about specific topics being presented in the meeting: Ebola
virus, DNA Nanomechanics, Progress in electron microscopy, …

Live reporting on big Scientific Meetings is a fantastic idea to bring these events to larger audiences,
but do these initiatives really work? They require the compromise and the time of a crew of active
bloggers, and need to be really attractive (by interest and usefulness of reports). We will keep an
eye to see how far this can go for the BPS Blog.

More information

Here is the Link to the Biophysical Society Official Blog.
You can find the latest posts, published in the Biophysical Society Blog in the pale-yellow box
included in this page.

Latest posts from

BIOPHYSICALSOCIETY

Correlating Tissue Architecture with Tissue Mechanics
05/05/2015

Earth Day: Biophysics Research on Biofuels
22/04/2015

The Rich Phase-Transition Kinetics of Inter-Leaflet Coupling in Bilayers
21/04/2015

Obviously, they are very different experiences [… …] I’ve never practiced a poster presentation, but I
spent days poring over my slides for the platform talk, rehearsing and then re-rehearsing it again
and again to perfect my timing, my transitions, and my tone…
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